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Airing is Derek Piotr’s second solo record, a follow-up to 2011’s AGORA.
AGORA was co-produced in part by Antye Greie (AGF), but Airing was
entirely self-produced. Airing features samples of radio static contributed
by Dendrite, as well as vocals by Lisa Ackerly, Carahanni and jhom.

	
  

Airing
air. ring.
radio waves and bells: for this project,
I wanted to pay homage to the first composers
of electroacoustic music and their experiments—
finding out where classical instruments and electronics could intersect.
the sonic emphasis here is placed on the bell,
so I played croatles, cymbals and bells of all kinds,
also violin, wineglasses, toy piano and zither,
and created choirs of my own voice
(celebrating conventional musicality)
I imagine this record transmitted as a radio broadcast at midnight,
perhaps from the shores of a remote island…
endless thanks to my listeners, derek piotr 2012
tracklisting:
1. Colossus
2. Islets
3. Nineweek
4. Will Rise (Will Love)
5. Śwęite Marsz
6. Glass Broadcast
7. Insects
8. Guides
9. Marsz Żal
10. Deliver
11. Clandestine Spread
12. Sixmonth
13. Radimantra
14. Marsz Ducha
15. Vehicle
all tracks composed, produced & performed by derek piotr
additional vocals: jhom on track 2, lisa ackerly on track 4, carahanni on track 10
radio samples on tracks 1, 2, 13, & 14 courtesy of dendrite
additional samples: troy church, nils elde, andrew jordan
mastered by julien bayle
cover photo by meire todao

	
  

Derek Piotr is a Poland-born composer based
currently in New England. His main focus is vocal
manipulation and electroacoustic composition,
either directed towards song form or abstract
experimentation. He has interned for Meredith
Monk and had work featured on The Wire's
Adventures in Modern Music radio program (May
2010).
derekpiotr.com

	
  

